StatCalc 9
Statistical Software for Mac and Windows

Use StatCalc as a handy statistics calculator.
Create and compare summary statistics, develop
confidence intervals, and verify hand
calculations. StatCalc also allows the use of a
limited data spreadsheet to produce frequency,
descriptive, correlation, and regression statistics.
StatCalc includes an intuitive data analysis
interface and practice data files. A statistics
glossary is provided. All output is stored in an
output log to view, save, and print results. Works
with Windows 10 touchscreen technology.
Windows 7 SP1 or later; Mac OS X v. 10.11 or later.
Price $5.99

Features
§ Easy to use statistics calculator
§ Includes 31 statistical procedures
§ Conduct a quick statistical evaluation of

summary data (counts, proportions, means)

§ Create confidence intervals for means and
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proportions with graphic display of interval
Statistics Glossary
View, save and print output
Import and export delimited text files
Import AcaStat data files
Example Data Files for each procedure
Stat Guide provides interpretation examples
P-value calculator
Create chi-square and cell percentages from
counts entered into a contingency table
Data Manager allows the selection and loading
of variables for select procedures
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Frequencies of numerical and string data
Descriptive statistics
Weighted mean calculator
Pearson correlation and correlation matrices
Simple and multiple OLS and Logistic regression allows up to 11 variables
Standardized (Z) Score generator
Confidence interval for means and proportions
Chi-square Tests
One-way ANOVA
Z-test of proportions - 1 and 2 sample tests
T-test of means - 1 and 2 sample tests
Diagnostic accuracy - AUC, sensitivity, specificity,
predictive values, likelihood, kappa
Z, T, Chi-square and F probabilities
Epi Rate, Risk, and Standardized Rate statistics
Decision tables, Queuing analysis, Constant dollars,
Price elasticity
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Create Summary Statistics
Frequencies and descriptive procedures produce counts,
percentages and measures of central tendency (mean, median) and
variation (standard deviation, variance). Enter data or copy data
from a spreadsheet and paste into the StatCalc data grid.

Compare Summary Statistics
Explore statistical techniques taught in introductory statistics
courses. Conduct significance tests between means, proportions,
and counts. Calculate chi-square statistics from contingency tables.
Create standardized (z) scores, explore weighted means and
confidence intervals. Most statistical analyses present a graphic
representation of the p-value or confidence interval. Produce
common epidemiology statistics.

View Output
The Output Log displays the results of the analyses in a text
window for editing, printing, and saving as a text file. Each time
a statistical procedure is run, the results are automatically sent
to the Output Log. Notes can be added to the output before
printing or saving. The option to convert output to tab delimited
format enables pasting into spreadsheet software while
retaining proper column alignment.

Application and Statistical Assistance
StatCalc Help includes a Help index, Statistics Glossary, and
two instructional modules. StatCalc Overview provides an
annotated summary of key features. The Stat Guide provides
annotated output interpretation examples.
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